Recently, many open source software (OSS) are developed under several OSS projects. Then, the software faults detected in OSS projects are managed by the bug tracking systems. Also, many data sets are recorded on the bug tracking systems by many users and project members. In this paper, we propose the useful method based on the deep learning for the improvement activities of OSS reliability. Moreover, we apply the existing software reliability model to the fault data recorded on the bug tracking system. In particular, we develop an application software for visualization and reliability assessment of fault data recorded on OSS. Furthermore, several numerical illustrations of the developed application software in the actual OSS project are shown in this paper. Then, we discuss the analysis results based on the developed application software by using the fault data sets of actual OSS projects.
Introduction
and testing-progress control of software development. However, it is difficult for the software managers to select the optimal software reliability model for the actual software development project. In particular, the software managers will need to convert the fault data on bug tracking system from the raw data to the fault count data. It is efficiently compared with the conventional method based on software reliability growth models if the software managers can use all raw data of bug tracking system. In some cases, the poor handling of quality problem prohibits the progress of open source software (OSS), because the development cycle of OSS has no specified testing-phase. In OSS projects, the observed data recorded on the bug tracking systems are used for quality management. Also, the fault big data are recorded on the bug tracking system of open source project. Then, the quality of OSS will be improved significantly if the software managers can make an effective use of these data sets on the bug tracking systems.
In particular, it is important for the software managers to identify the critical failures caused of software faults in case of the OSS. In this paper, we focus on the fault identification of critical software failures caused by software fault. Then, we propose the useful method based on the deep learning for the improvement activities of OSS reliability. Moreover, we apply the existing software reliability model to the fault data recorded on the bug tracking system. Furthermore, we develop the application software in order to analyze the fault data recoded on the bug tracking system. It will be very useful for the OSS users and software managers to understand the various status of OSS by using the developed software tool. In particular, we show several numerical illustrations of the developed software tool.
Finally, we show the organization of this paper as follows: Section 2 introduces the bug tracking system. Also, the methods of reliability assessment based on the deep learning and hazard rate model are discussed in Sections 3 and 4. These methods of software reliability assessment will be useful for the software managers to control the quality of OSS. Moreover, we show the specification requirement of our tool in Section 5. Section 6 shows the performance illustrations of our tool.
Fault Data Recorded on Bug Tracking System
Generally, the fault data of many OSS have been managed on the software system for development support called as the bug tracking system. There are the proprietary software such as BugLister, and the OSS such as Bugzilla. The data items recorded as the fault data of OSS is as follows: There are several tools in order to make a visualization the fault data for specified organizations. However, there is not software tool in order to analyze the fault data recorded on the bug tracking system.
For examples, there are software tools for fault management such as Redmine, Jira, and YouTrack. Jira and YouTrack are the proprietary software. On the other hand, Redmine is the OSS. Moreover, it is well known as the continuous integration server such as TeamCity and Jenkins. However, all of these support tool for software management cannot automatically predict the software fault. We propose the prediction method of software fault. In particular, the identification method of software fault based on deep learning is discussed in this paper. Also, the incorporable software tool for the existing bug tracking system is developed by using the HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript.
Identification of Critical Fault Based on Deep Learning
Several algorithms in terms of deep learning have been proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In this paper, we apply the deep neural network to learn the fault data on bug tracking systems of open source projects.
Considering the identification method of fault, it is difficult to apply the method such as the neural network, because the input data sets need to be selected by deciding the amount of characteristics for the objective variable in advance. On the other hand, the amounts of characteristics for the object variable are automatically decided in case of the deep learning.
We apply the following amount of information to the parameters of pretraining units. Then, the objective variable is given as the fault level as shown in Table 1 . We apply two kinds of fault levels to the amount of compressed characteristics, i.e., Critical and Major, and Others respectively. The following 8 kinds of explanatory variables are set to the amount of pre-training units [11] [12] [13] . Then, each data of explanatory variable is converted from the character data to the numerical value such as the rate of occurrence.
Software Reliability Model
We apply the hazard rate model to assess the quality and reliability for the fault data recorded on the bug tracking system of open source software. The time-interval between successive software failures of (k − 1)-st and k-th can represent as the random variable X k (k = 1, 2, . . .). Then, the hazard rate [14] [15] [16] z k (x) at time x during the operation-phase of software for X k is given as follows:
where each parameter is defined as follows: z k (x): the hazard rate for the software for X k , N : the total number of latent faults, φ : the hazard rate per inherent fault.
Equation (1) is the existing model [14] [15] [16] . The property of the frequency of software failure-occurrence can assess by using MTBF. Then, MTBF is defined by
Fault Identification and Reliability Assessment Tool
The specification requirement of the fault identification tool based on deep learning are shown as follows:
1. This tool should be operated by clicking the mouse button and typing on the keyboard to input the data through GUI system. 2. HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript should be used to implement the program.
This tool is developed as a stand-alone application on Windows, Unix, and Mac OS X operating system. Also, this tool operates as Web application. Then, NW.js [17] and NVD3 [18] technologies are used in this tool.
This tool treats the proposed method of fault identification for open source
fault data, and illustrate the analysis result of software product, one of software component, one of software versions, one of software reporter, one of software assignee, one of software severity, one of the testing data recorded on bug tracking system, and the estimation results of fault levels based on deep learning. 4. The hazard rate model is applied to the fault data recorded on the bug tracking system in order to assess the reliability.
The procedures of fault identification and reliability assessment tool built into the developed software for OSS are shown as follows:
1. This tool processes the data file in terms of the software fault data recorded on the bug tracking system of OSS in order to identify the fault severity. 2. The data set obtained from the bug tracking system is analyzed. 3. This tool estimates the fault severity based on the proposed method of fault identification. 4. This tool illustrates several results of fault analyses. 5. By using the hazard rate model, this tool estimates the MTBF. 6. In particular, this tool focuses on the fault identification based on the deep learning. The testing data recorded on bug tracking system and the estimation results of fault levels based on deep learning are plotted.
This tool is composed of several function components such as fault analysis, estimation based on deep learning, reliability assessment based on hazard rate model, and graphical representation of fault data.
Performance Examples for the Developed Software Tool
This section focuses on Apache HTTP server [19] in order to evaluate the performance of the developed application software. The OSS such as Apache HTTP server is closely watched from the point of view of the standardization, the quick delivery, and the cost reduction. In this paper, we show numerical illustrations by using the data sets of Apache HTTP server known as OSS. The data used in this paper are collected in the bug tracking system on the website of Apache HTTP server open source project. We obtain 10,000 fault data sets from the data recorded on bug tracking system of Apache HTTP server. Then, 90% of the recorded data is used as the learning data of the developed application software. Also, our application software is developed as the cross-platform application software by using NW.js and NVD3 technologies. Thereby, the developed application software is available as the Web application by using the same source code. The developed application software is released in the following URL: http://www.comm.tcu.ac.jp/tamura/.
Fault Data Analysis and Reliability Assessment
We show several results of fault data analyses. The analysis results for software versions and fault severity are shown in Figures 3 and 6 . Also, the periods of main software versions are shown as follows: 
Estimation Results Based on the Deep Learning
The developed software estimates the critical fault by using the deep learning package of R statistical programming. Figure 9 shows the testing data obtained from 10,000 fault data. The estimation result for 1,000 testing data sets based on deep learning by using the set of 9,000 learning data is shown in Figure 10 . In particular, Figure 10 shows that the proposed method can recognize "Major" and "Critical" in fault levels. 
Figure 10
The estimation results of fault levels based on deep learning by using 90% (9,000 lines) learning data.
Conclusion
The bug tracking systems are used in many open source projects. In particular, many fault are recorded as the fault big data on these bug tracking system. Then, the quality of OSS will be improved significantly if the software managers can make an effective use of these data sets on the bug tracking systems. In case of using the bug tracking systems, the software managers will be able to take prompt action for the debugging process with the use of the bug tracking system, if the software managers can judge with regard to the critical failures caused of software faults on OSS. This paper has focused on the identification method of critical software failures caused of software faults on OSS. We have proposed the useful method based on the deep learning for the improvement activities of OSS reliability. It is difficult to judge the critical software failures caused by software faults only with the use of the data on bug tracking system, because the contents of data recorded on bug tracking system cannot be guaranteed for the results occurred from the actual OSS, i.e., many general users as well as the major project members can report on the bug tracking system. Moreover, we apply the existing software reliability model to the fault data recorded on the bug tracking system. In particular, we have developed the application software as the cross-platform in order to analyze the fault data recorded on the bug tracking system by using NW.js technology. Also, we have shown several numerical illustrations of the developed application software.
